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Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

 

 I know I keep on repeating the same thing over and over again.  And since I began giving 

teisho on this koan of Joshu’s Mu, I’ve given quite a few teishos on it.  I think last year at this time I 

also chose to give teisho on Joshu’s Mu.  But I think I can say that although I’ve been in this country 

thirty some odd years I don’t think I’ve given this koan of Joshu’s Mu to any of my students, not to even 

one of my students.  Why?  The reason is that from my point of view this koan of Joshu’s Mu is so 

frightening that if I were to give it to a new student they wouldn’t be able to understand it, and I would 

be afraid that they would get sick through trying to study it, that bumping into this koan would make 

them sick.  So that’s why I haven’t given it to anybody yet. 

 We human beings do live in this world, and I think we can say that there are no other beings in 

this world that have the function of knowing developed to the extent that we do.  When we look at 

human history I don’t know how many millions or tens of millions of years human beings have been 

living on this planet, but its been  long time.  But all we human beings who have ever existed are all 

doing this same repetitive activity which is the moment we think we have appeared we hide, the 

moment we think we are born we are already dying.  I guess we can say that it is a very mysterious 

kind of activity.   

 And the moment we think we have vanished again a new human being appears.  But the 
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moment that new human being appears quickly it becomes old and then disappears again.  But we 

can always see new human selves appearing in this world.  Ad even from ancient times people have 

defined this thing called a human being as something that says “I am,” something that has an “I.”  In 

other words something that can objectify their own “I am” self. 

 But the transmission of Tathagata Zen is to say that the first person who discovered the wisdom 

that clearly saw that this “I am” proclaiming self is never fixated was the Buddha, the founder of 

Buddhism.  The human self is certainly never fixated, but this human world of ours is also 

inexhaustible, it never disappears.  One after another after another new selves will appear and 

disappear over and over again.   

 The person who founded Buddhism, the historical Buddha, came to manifest the thought, 

manifest the wisdom, that we must all come to  think that although this thing called a human being is 

not fixated, we can also say that because human beings will always appear and disappear, appear and 

disappear over and over again, that this thing called a human being will never be destroyed.   

 In other words we are told that the Buddha explained to people that although this thing called 

a human being is not fixated it will and everything will disappear without fail, everything does do this 

activity of appearing and disappearing over and over. And he said that there is nothing clearer, there is 

nothing more obvious than this activity.  There is nothing clearer than the beginning and the ending 

of the activity; nothing clearer than the beginning which is the appearance, and the result of the 

ending which is disappearance.   

 Not just human beings but all existences, from a plant all the way down to a stone or a pebble, 

everything will disappear, without fail.  We are told that the Buddha came to manifest the wisdom 

that it must not be a mistake to think that this clarity of the beginning, and clarity of the ending is the 

very nature, the very way of being of human beings and all existences.   

 And we’re told that the success of the Buddha in manifesting this clear wisdom only came after 

a long, long time of practice. 

 I know that I gave this teisho on Joshu’s Mu last year, and that I will be saying the same things 

that I always say about it, but what I want you to have in your mind when you listen is that Zen practice 

is to manifest the wisdom that knows the very nature of your self and the very nature of this world. 
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 If you listen carefully you will come to see what Zen really is when we talk about Zen practice, 

but anyway, certainly there are many different schools of Zen. 

 The reason for this according to Tathagata Zen is that a child has the nature of a child, a young 

person has the nature of a young person, an adult has the nature of an adult, and an old person has 

the way of being, or nature, of an old person.   

 For example you might have a child’s Zen, and through that child Zen the child might, although 

it might not say it consciously, it might somehow know that it is being taught the very nature of itself.  

“This is the very way I am,” it might somehow be thinking, and through that realization on some level it 

will, as a child, to the extent that a child can, find tranquility and peace of mind.  And for a young 

person, that young person will manifest the nature of a young person, and through that will find peace 

of mind as a young person.  But ideally the young person, the young adult, won’t assert the way of 

being of a young person, although they will do  the way of being a young person, and find peace 

through doing it.  They will not insist upon their own way.   

 And an adult, in the same way, for the first time when the adult actually does the true activity 

of an adult they will reach peace of mind as an adult, but in doing that they will not insist, “My religion 

is the adult religion.  My way is the adult way.”  And in the same way an old person, without saying, 

or asserting, “I am an old person, and I have the religion of an old person, and therefore I will find 

peace of mind.  I believe in this religion of old person, and I will find peace of mind through it.”  They 

simply do the activity of old person, and find peace of mind through that activity. 

 Or in general we can say that men and women don’t assert, “I have a man’s religion, and I 

believe in it,” or oppositely, “I have a woman’s religion and I believe in it.”  They don’t do that 

holding fast to, or defending stubbornly their own religion, but  instead, simply by manifesting 

themselves as man or woman they find peace of mind as man or woman.   

 But actually when people become adults they do begin to assert their own point of view, and 

say, “I, through this teaching, found peace of mind and so this is my belief.”  According to Buddhism 

and Tathagata Zen, we acknowledge that of course there are many varieties in depth or shallowness in 

people’s way of being, but that there is a general tendency among people to think that because they 

found peace of mind through a certain teaching that that is the best teaching, or the most important 
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teaching, or true religion, and then attach to it, and go around asserting that teaching. 

 And certainly there have been a lot of people who have found peace of mind through teachings 

like that, and so we can say that those teachings have benefited people.   

 And getting back to what I said before, in this world there are many different branches and 

sects of Zen that have been manifest.  When we look at the religious world, and even if we look at 

just the Zen world we can see, standing from a theological perspective many, many different schools of 

branches within Zen, and within religion.  And Buddhism acknowledges all of those different 

teachings, saying, “There have been people who have found peace, who have been benefited by all of 

those teachings.”  So whether we say it is Buddhism or Tathagata Zen, they both acknowledge these 

teachings as good, as fine, as okay.   

 But Buddhism also says that it seems obvious that when people fixate and attach to the 

particular teaching which brought them peace of mind, and say, “This is the true religion,” then that is 

the basis for religious conflicts, and these religious conflicts seem to go on and on endlessly.  Then we 

have to ask, “So what kind of a religion would it be that wouldn’t create conflict?  Is there such a 

religion?”  Finally we’ve gotten to something kind of difficult.   

 Teachings, no matter kind of teachings they are, they are all teachings that recognize, or 

acknowledge the “I am” self.  Any teaching is a teaching which is based from the perspective of 

subject and object separate from each other, walking along opposing each other.   

 As long as there is an “I am” self there will, I guess, always be a world of the objects, the world 

of things which are not that self.   

 If say that the position of the subject is the female position, and the position of the object is the 

male position, then you can see how clearly subject and object are opposing each other.  And as long 

as we acknowledge that opposition then the “I am” self will be manifesting itself. 

 If we look at the so called natural world it is pretty clear that men and women are opposing 

each other.  We are told, however, that the Buddha manifested the wisdom that saw clearly that the 

condition of the opposition of man and woman is truly, fundamentally a condition that has no “I am” 

self, that has no self.  In other words the true woman doesn’t say, “I am a woman.”  The true man 

does not say things like, “I am a man.”  And that position of true man or woman is what we call the 
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perspective of the complete person, the complete human being.   

 But, as I just said, it is true that men and women have absolutely different characters.  The 

activities of man and woman which are their content have different characters.  And we are told that 

the Buddha succeeded in manifesting the wisdom that clearly saw that these two different activities 

which are the content of man and woman, these two activities which are mutually in opposition to 

each other, fundamentally we can call them on the one hand tatha-gata, thus-going, and on the other 

hand tatha-agata, thus-coming.  And in their pure state, in their original state they have no self.  

They do not assert an “I am” self.   

 The transmission of Tathagata Zen is to say that the Buddha, who founded this teaching called 

Buddhism, succeeded in manifesting the wisdom, which was this startling realization that although we 

must recognize these two fundamental mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, that 

in their pure state where there is only tatha-gata and tatha-agata, there is no “I am” self.  It is 

impossible to express just how pure these two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are when they 

are acting in the world of only tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  There is no one that can reject them, and 

no one that can accept them either.   

 So who could it be that says things like, “The two fundamental mutually opposing activities 

form this world, and form all existences in it.”?   

 Buddha also manifested the wisdom that said that the two mutually opposing activities of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata do an activity in their pure state where they are repetitively facing each 

other and unifying with each other over and over.  

 But he also said that the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, as they are doing their 

activity of facing and unifying, repetitively, alternately, will reach the season when they actually 

separate from each other. 

 So for people who are studying Zen, when you do your zazen you have to really contemplate, 

you have to really investigate this question, “Why did Buddha say so clearly that although tatha-gata 

and tatha-agata are acting completely without will, completely without a self, completely without 

thought, completely purely, why does this pure activity give rise to this other condition in which the 

two mutually opposing activities actually separate from each other.  Why does this season come?  
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Why does this time of separation arrive?”   

 And the Buddha came to manifest the wisdom, and teach in this way to his disciples, that the 

two mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata will inevitably come to the season 

where, from their completely thoughtless activity of unifying and facing over and over, this new 

season, this time where they separate appears, and they do the activity called separation.   

 What it means to study Zen is for all of us to study why tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate.  

It is said that without fail they will separate, inevitably they will meet the season of separation, but we 

have to clarify the principle of why they separate.   

 So to simply, unquestioningly, unconditionally acknowledge your “I am” self, and from that 

position blabber on and on about this and that, no matter kind of clever sounding intellectual things 

you say, Tathagata Zen doesn’t permit it.  The position of Tathagata Zen is to clearly remind you that 

it is okay to blabber on and on and on, but it reminds you that the only reason why you are blabbering 

on and on and on is because your “I am” self has been manifest.  That is your “I am” self blabbering 

on and on!  But where was it born from?  Tathagata Zen says that without manifesting the wisdom 

the clearly understands the principle of where you are born from, and simply unconditionally, self 

centeredly, arbitrarily acknowledging your “I am” self and asserting it, and blabbering on and on, that 

is not Zen practice, that is not your true nature, not your true way of being. 

 And as I always say, when we investigate this activity of separation we at least temporarily, as 

one way of teaching, name the tatha-gata, the thus-going activity plus, or the activity of the guest, or 

the activity of the object.  And the tatha-agata, thus-coming activity the minus activity, the activity of 

the host, or the activity of the subject.   

 Probably a lot of you who have heard me speak before are thinking right now, “Yeah, he’s 

about to get into that thing he always gets into,”  and you have heard the talk a lot, and so I guess 

you can say, “I understand,” but because you say, “I understand” from the perspective of the 

unconditionally acknowledged “I am” self from my point of view your understanding is not 

understanding.   

 The world in which only tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting is a world that has no function of 

consciousness.  It is an action which has no consciousness.  And from that world plus and minus, 
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tatha-gata and tatha-agata separate, and that is when the “I am” self is manifest, and that is when the 

“I am” self blabbers on and on and on about this and that.  

 But tatha-gata and tatha-agata don’t separate without conditions, unconditionally.  There are 

conditions. 

 And the Buddha was the one who first came to the wisdom and taught his disciples this wisdom 

that the condition in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata have totally become one is the condition of the 

origin, or the perfect condition, or the complete condition, or the zero condition, or the one condition.  

In Tathagata Zen we can use the word zero, the zero condition to describe the perfect condition, and 

also the one condition, the condition of one to describe the same perfect condition. 

 Why is it that one is zero?  It is pretty hard to understand, but Tathagata Zen says it very 

clearly that one is undoubtedly zero, and zero is one.   

 I think for you modern folks it is easy for you to understand the analysis of the condition of 

zero, if we analyze it in the way to say that zero is manifest through plus 0.5 becoming completely one 

with minus 0.5.   

 But that zero is also called the condition of the origin, and that is why we also call it one. 

 For those who have studied some mathematics you might think, “But, you know, if you put 

positive 0.5 together with minus 0.5 that is not going to make one.”  But the only reason why you 

have that doubt or question is because you are taking the mathematics you learned as an object.  If 

you simply think that when 0.5 plus and 0.5 minus completely become one then what is manifest is the 

singular, one and only condition, the condition in which there are no two conditions, then you won’t 

see any contradiction in calling that same zero condition the condition of one. 

 The reason why we call it the one condition is because it is a condition that has no two 

conditions, that is one and only and singular.  And we call that condition zero. 

 And as I always say later on in the teaching in Tathagata Zen we came to call that zero, one 

condition the manifestation of true love.   

 Everyone says that people cannot live without love.  And I also always say that people can’t 

live without love.  Without the manifestation of true love we human beings cannot exist.  But in 

Tathagata Zen we define the manifestation of true love as the manifestation of one, the manifestation 
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of zero. 

 We also say in Tathagata Zen that the zero condition, the condition of true love, is the condition 

which is pregnant with everything, the condition which embraces everything, the condition which is 

swollen, pregnant with everything. 

 But as I always say that condition will meet up with the condition in which plus and minus 

separate: the activity of separation. 

 As you listen to this sort of talk over and over and over again slowly but surely, slowly but surely 

your heart will come to actually believe it.  You will come to have the faith which says, “Yes, that 

really is the way it is.”   

 Because you don’t really know that what you call your “I am” self is actually a self which has 

plus and minus incompletely as its content, imperfectly as its content, that is why you cannot 

understand the true thing, or have faith in it.   

 The position of Buddhism, the teaching of the Buddha is to say that your imperfect, “I am” 

proclaiming self, undoubtedly, definitely has been born, but just as inevitably, just as undoubtedly that 

self will grow and mature until it makes all of plus and minus its content, and when it does so it will 

manifest itself as the perfect self, the zero or one self, the self of true love.   

 We are told in the transmission of Tathagata Zen that the Buddha taught his disciples that when 

this one and only singular, perfect condition of zero separates, when it divides in two, then without fail, 

right in that world of zero, the three worlds of past, present, and future are manifest.   

 In the previous sesshin I said that traditionally we describe the one and only condition of the 

origin as the condition of “not one, not two.”  You can find this description of  the  condition of the 

origin as “not one, not two, fuichi, funi,” both in sutras and in the talks of many different Zen masters. 

 In Tathagata Zen we say that the condition of “not one, not two,” which we can also call the 

state of samadhi, that state of the activity of true love without fail will separate, and within that very 

state of samadhi, true love, “not one, not two” the three worlds of past, present, and future are born. 

 And when that happens of course it is the present moment which is the very basis for the 

manifestation of any existent thing.  And what Tathagata Zen really emphasizes is that simultaneously 

with the appearance of the preset moment, that is when for the first time past and future also appear.  
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But it is really hard to really understand.  I think it is pretty fair to say that the teaching of Tathagata 

Zen is difficult to understand because it says, just when you first appear, when the self first appears, 

that is when, at the exact same time, past and future also simultaneously are manifest.   

 And we can say that mother lives in the world of the future.  And living in the world of the 

past is father.  And living in the world of the present are all of us, all we brothers and sisters, all we 

comrades, all we friends.   

 I think it is fair to say probably that it is really hard to understand this because simultaneously 

with the appearance of the self the three worlds of past, present, and future also appear. 

 So no matter how much you study, no matter how much you go around saying stuff like 

“being,” and “non-being,” and “This world is nothingness,” as long as you are simply unconditionally 

acknowledging your “I am” self and waving that “I am” self around unthinkingly, no matter what you 

say Tathagata Zen just has to snicker at you, “hee, hee, hee,” and not really make you its partner, its 

mate.   

 But any way time is running out, so I better get to the point, and we have to continue to ask the 

question of why it is that from the world of “not one, not two,” from the condition of the origin the 

three worlds are manifest.  Why does this condition arise?  Why does the condition which does the 

activity of “One is three, three is one,” why does that condition of the three worlds appear? 

 But it isn’t really studying Buddhism if, facing this question you stand up in your “I am” self and 

say, “Well, this is the way I think about it.”  And then another “I am” fixated self says, “No, no, it is 

really like this.”  That isn’t Buddhism. 

 We’ve found ourselves going in this very difficult direction, and so I don’t really feel like going 

in that direction anymore.  I’m reluctant to continue in the vein.  So I hope you allow me to 

continue on the next thing tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end  


